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About This Game
‘Tomorrow’ is a VR experience about how humans have evolved through language over time. It takes us on a mesmerizing
journey from prehistoric caves and the Amazonian jungle to the top of the Himalayas. We finally approach ‘Tomorrow’, our
next phase of evolution where VR is the new language.
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Title: Tomorrow
Genre: Adventure
Developer:
Future Lighthouse
Publisher:
Future Lighthouse
Release Date: 8 Feb, 2017
a09c17d780
Minimum:
Requires a 64-bit processor and operating system
OS: Windows 10
Processor: Intel™ Core™ i5-4590 or AMD FX™ 8350, equivalent or better
Memory: 8 GB RAM
Graphics: NVIDIA GeForce™ GTX 970, equivalent or better
Storage: 3 GB available space
Sound Card: Generic
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Yes it has "high production values" and looks quite good but it's not a game. I would have no objections to watching a whole
movie where all you can do is move your mouse to change the view. That would be an interesting way to watch a movie. This
though puts choices and one gameplay part into the "movie" and that ruins it. The gameplay part is clunky and far too hard and
every time you fail it you have to sit through a cutscene over and over.
I also didn't find the story very interesting. Yes it's "grown up" but it's not interesting.
I found an English actor saying "Pacifier" very jarring too. He would have said "dummy". I suppose it's possible the game is set
in America and the character is just using Americanisms on purpose but it sounded wrong.. I loved this dive back in the 90's and
shooting ducks has never been so exciting! The game is great and it supports oculus rift, even if it's not stated. I would really
love to have a full oculus touch support though, as it is now being used by the game as if it was a vive controller, and the touch
action on the trigger shoots altogether with the trigger pression, making it feel a little bit weird on the control side. great
purchase! please devs, make it fully touch compatible \u2665. Wow what a terrible game. Can only play against the AI, not
against humans. That wouldn't be so bad, except the AI is awful at poker. I mean really awful. For example, the AI telegraphs
the strength of their hand by their bet sizing. Also, donk leads into you after you were the preflop aggressor mean either top or
middle pair every time, so you can either bluff raise on overcards or fold if you have no equity.
Overall, it's just a bs cash grab imo. I've played a ton of poker in my day and this is hands down the computer worst poker
experience i've had.. For the price of the game and the concept. It is a really good game, as it just came out it has very strong
potentiol and long future. There is a few things that ned to be added in as soon as possible like a save feature, a multiplayer
feature where you can explore and destroy or even trade with other planets.
More things that should be added for futre updates, more buildings, defenses and other items. More customization options like
make your planet bigger, change the colour of the platforms and stuff like that. But this game is really good for the money. I
would buy again.. All you need to do is slice&dice!
Love cyberpunk,love the music.. A neat little thing! Had fun messing around with it. And who can argue with the low low price
of free?
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ITS JUST SHEIT BUT I GOT IT DONATED SO <3. Really a good game. i enjoyed every single second of it. Absolutely
gorgeous graphics and some great physics too.
So over all i would fully recommend this game to anyone who wants to have fun. And who doesn't like to have fun?. A great
puzzle game about sliding block in tight spots to group by color.
Where the old Klotski could get repetitive, Blockwick never repeats the same configuration and introduces special blocks to
keep things interesting.
Each level has the chance of being solved or illuminated. Even if a level is hard, you can move to the next level if you find a
hidden pearl. If you find a hard level you can at least move on and come back later.
The set of Basic levels added after the initial release is easier than the normal levels but they are still some extra fun.
Very recommended if you're the thinker type.
Small cons:
* Undo is limited to one movement. After that there's only the option to restart the level. And even then, this is not too bad since
when you're stuck, trying a new fresh solution can be the best idea.
* Music is pleasant but the tracks are short and it will get repetitive. Easy to silence, of course.. Played this game for a total of
38 minutes :(. I wish there was more. It hurts me deep down inside to know that this game doesnt go alpha for another 2
yearsT.T. SOMEONE PLZ MAKE THIS ONLINE!!!!!!! U_U All things out aside BUY THIS FRIGGIN GAME!!!!!!! <3 <3
<3. not at all like it says not good for editing. Fun game to play when you need to pass the time. Very relaxing.. Primitive,
poorly written, just meager. Head to other hidden object games if you like this genre.. Meh. It's a very lack-luster game that can
be enjoyable sometimes, I'd say buy it on Sale or something.
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